Foundation Stage Extended Learning Menu
We are concluding our theme of the forest with a focus on Robin Hood.
In the table, there are lots of different activities to choose from. Please try to complete the activities that are in a coloured grey box
regularly. At least one 4-star activity should be completed if possible. Aim to earn at least 20 stars over the next two weeks.
You can post photos or videos of what you have done onto Tapestry, so we can see how well you’re doing!
Read at least 3 times a week.
Read a book, go to www.oxfordowl.co.uk
or look out for reading resources posted
on Tapestry each Friday. You could talk
about the characters in the text – what did
they do and what are they like?

Think about Robin Hood’s “Merry
Men.” They were his friends and
helpers. Draw a friend or someone
who helps you and explain what
makes them special. You could write
one of your weekly sentences about
them.

Listen to Mr Faulder read a story of
Robin Hood on Tapestry. See what
you think about Robin Hood and what
he did? You could pretend to be him
in role play or tell someone about him.

Construct something for the forest
or Robin Hood. Decide or design what

Do something kind for someone to
help them or make them smile.

Find half of an object and halve
Research the legend of Robin Hood
numbers up to 10 and then 20. If you and present what you have found
halve something you cut or share it equally
out. You could find out where he lived

It might be in the spur of the moment – like
letting them have the last packet of crisps, or
something you have planned and spent time
over. Listen to the Kindness Song by the
Juicebox Jukebox for some inspiration.

https://www.theschoolrun.com/video-letter-formationcurly-caterpillar-letter-family to help write, paint, or

chalk your letters – you can then apply them
in words, such as fog, sad. This action could
help you form the numbers 0, 6 and 9 too.

Go to www.topmarks.co.uk to play an
Early Years maths game, go on Numbots
or play a maths game you have at home.
Look out for Mrs Wallace’s maths
activities on Tapestry every Friday too.

between two. Use objects to help figure out
what half of a number is. You can record it
too, eg half of 4 is 2. See attached Twinkl
PowerPoints and worksheet to use or help.

and what he did, then make a poster,
labelled picture or map. See what you can
find out and present it in your own way.

Hit a target or set a physical goal to
work towards.

Practise Phase 2, 3 or 4 phonics at
least 3 times per week. For Phase 4:

If like Robin Hood you have a bow and
arrow, you could practise your archery –
if not, use magnetic darts, a water pistol,
a ball, beanbag, frisbee or other object
and try to hit, throw, kick or get it in some
kind of target – you can do it!

Read and write words with consonant clusters, like
st, gr,cl, mp, thr. Watch Alphablocks Practicing
Letter Blends - use words from the program within
a sentence https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BxtUFEFkSas.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H98Rfljxmsc

Practise your letter formation.
Write at least 3 sentences per week.
Focus on the curly caterpillar letters Use your sound mat to help and try to:
- Sound out each word (or spell tricky words)
c, a, d, g, q, o, e, s and f. You can use
the formation sheet attached or watch

you would like to create, collect what you
need to make it and get creating! It might
be a bug hotel, fairy or bird house, den,
bow and arrow, shield or hat. You decide!

Play a maths game.

- Use fingers spaces between words
- Use a full stop at the end of a sentence
- Form letters correctly
- Write on the line if you can
Write about anything you like. You could use
‘and’ to extend a sentence.

Read tricky words “were, there, little, one.”
Spell tricky words “they, all, are.”
Play a phonics game at home or online.

Extra stars:

